A method called gene-expression programming (GEP), which uses symbolic regression to form a nonlinear combination of ensemble NWP forecasts, is introduced. From a population of competing and evolving algorithms (each of which can create a different combination of NWP ensemble members), GEP uses computational natural selection to find the algorithm that maximizes a weather verification fitness function. The resulting best algorithm yields a deterministic ensemble forecast (DEF) that could serve as an alternative to the traditional ensemble average.
Bias-corrected ensembles
An ensemble of outputs from different numerical weather prediction (NWP) runs can provide information on forecast confidence, probability of different forecast outcomes, range of possible errors, predictability of the atmosphere, and other metrics. Although expensive ensemble runs are justified predominantly by their probabilistic output (McCollor and Stull 2009) , the most widely used metric is an average of the ensemble members. Except for rare events (Hamill et al. 2000; ECMWF 2008) , this ensemble average usually has better skill, consistency, quality, and economic value than other deterministic NWP forecasts of similar grid resolution (Richardson 2000; Wandishin et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2002; Kalnay 2003) . If we define a deterministic ensemble forecast (DEF) as any combination (linear or nonlinear) of ensemble members, then the ensemble average is one type of DEF.
Raw NWP outputs can have large biases in mountainous regions. Biases can be reduced by performing statistical postprocessing, namely, by regressing previous forecasts against their verifying observations (the training set) and using the resulting regression equation or algorithm to remove biases in future forecasts (Wilks 2006) . Postprocessing is an important component of the daily operational runs at NWP centers. A large variety of NWP postprocessing methods have been tested over decades by many investigators. Recent work (Gel 2007; Hacker and Rife 2007; Stensrud 2006, 2007; Yuan et al. 2007; Cheng and Steenburgh 2007; Hansen 2007) includes multiple linear regression/model output statistics (MOS), sequential estimation of systematic error, updatable MOS, classification and regression trees, alternative conditional expectation, nonparametric regression, running weighted-mean bias-corrected ensemble (BCE), Kalman filtering (KF, a linear approach), neural networks (nonlinear), and fuzzy logic.
DEF (e.g., ensemble averaging) and statistical postprocessing are intertwined. DEF reduces random error, while statistical postprocessing reduces systematic errors (biases). Hence, using both together is recommended to provide an optimum forecast.
An explicit way to combine DEF and statistical postprocessing is to first postprocess each ensemble member individually to reduce its bias and, then, average all of the resulting ensemble members. This bias-corrected ensemble (BCE) method separates statistical postprocessing from ensemble averaging. For example, the University of British Columbia (UBC) operational shortrange ensemble uses Kalman filtering (Bozic 1994) to remove the biases from individual temperature forecasts before weighting them equally in a ''pooled'' ensemble average (Delle Monache et al. 2006; McCollor and Stull 2008a) . Each station gets its own Kalman filter correction. Other investigators have used running means instead of Kalman filters to perform the bias correction (Stensrud and Skindlov 1996; Yussouf 2003, 2005; Yussouf and Stensrud 2007; Eckel and Mass 2005; Jones et al. 2007; Woodcock and Engel 2005; McCollor and Stull 2008a ).
An example of an implicit combination is a weighted ensemble average, where each ensemble member is weighted inversely to its past forecast error. Here, statistical postprocessing is in the form of the computation of the past error from a training set. Those ensemble members with larger biases will have larger error statistics, giving them smaller weights in the ensemble average-an approach that tends to reduce the overall bias of the ensemble average. Yussouf and Stensrud (2007) found explicit approaches to be slightly better than implicit, while we found (unpublished) nearly identical skill for implicit and explicit equally weighted Kalman filtered (pooled) temperature ensembles at the University of British Columbia (UBC).
Bias-corrected ensemble averages have worked well for variables such as temperature but are more difficult to implement for montane precipitation, perhaps because of its time series with many zeros and its hybrid discrete-continuous frequency distribution [Bernoulli gamma or Poisson gamma; see review by Cannon (2008) ]. So motivated, we present a new way of creating biascorrected DEFs via the gene-expression-programming (GEP) method of evolutionary programming. Section 2 describes the GEP concept. Section 3 explains our motivation and covers case study data and the experimental procedure. Section 4 shows case study results, and section 5 presents a sensitivity test to determine the most important ensemble members. A discussion of the uniqueness and utility of the algorithms found using GEP is given in section 6, with conclusions in section 7.
Evolutionary programming a. Method
The ensemble average uses three operators (1, 3, /) to combine the individual ensemble members into a DEF. Using 24-h accumulated precipitation (P24) at any one weather station as an example, the algorithm of the simple ensemble average is DEF P24 5 [c 1 3 P24 1 1 c 2 3 P24 2 1 . . . c N 3 P24 N ]/N, where N is the number of ensemble members, c are the respective weights, and the subscript indicates the ensemble member.
But suppose we allow more operators, more functions (sine, exponential, if, or, greater than, etc.) , and nonlinear as well as linear combinations. An arbitrary example is DEF P24 5 (P24 1 c1 ) 3 sin(P24 2 ) 1 ln(N)/exp(c N 3 P24 N ). The result is an equation or algorithm to calculate the DEF. Consider this algorithm to be one individual in a population of algorithms. The other individuals are different algorithms using different sets of functions, constants, and operators to estimate the DEF, but each individual uses the same set of N-ensemble P24 inputs and produces a forecast for the same weather station.
If the algorithms are created somewhat randomly, most individuals would give DEFs that do not verify well against observations. We allow those individuals with higher verification scores to spawn slightly modified daughter versions of themselves (with changes to a small portion of their operators, functions, or constants) to create a new population of algorithms. The individuals in this second generation are again culled via computational natural selection for a ''training set'' of data.
After many generations, the population evolves to favor the stronger individuals, thereby giving us the better algorithms, hence, the name evolutionary programming. The process of finding an algorithm that best reduces some statistical measure of error is called symbolic regression. This regression is run separately at each weather station, yielding individual algorithms with different constants and different functional forms at the different stations. After a best individual algorithm appears in the training dataset, it can be used with the real-time forecasts for that station. As will be shown, the resulting algorithms are often not simple, yet they can give the best bias-corrected DEF at some of the weather stations.
This approach is motivated by the human body. The body is an amazingly complex system of chemical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and other physical processes that works exceptionally well. This fact has caused us to reevaluate Occam's razor, one of the philosophical underpinnings of modern science. Instead of believing that the ''simplest explanation tends to be the right one,'' we suggest that ''a scientific relationship should not be more complex than needed.'' Regarding the human body, it is amazingly complex, but not more so than needed.
We suspect that the existing postprocessing and DEF algorithms for most surface weather variables (precipitation, humidity, winds, etc.) are much too simple. The linear approaches of regression and Kalman filtering use only a handful of predictors with roughly an equal number of weights. The math functions they use are only (1, 2, 3, and /). Even the neural network assumes a handful of fixed functions (1, 2, 3, /, exp, or atan) for the transfer functions between neural nodes and allows only the 70 or so weights to be fit during training.
If we consider the mathematical space of all of the possible algorithms, then the current methods of NWP statistical postprocessing and DEF are sampling just a small portion of this space. Evolutionary programming allows us to sample a much broader portion of the algorithm space, and use a much richer set of functions (arithmetic, trigonometric, hyperbolic, relational, etc.) in algorithms that are allowed to grow in complexity as needed to give the best solution.
b. The evolution of evolutionary programming
Evolutionary programming is a type of machine learning-artificial intelligence (Mitchell 1997) designed to perform symbolic regression. Three variants in evolutionary programming are ''genetic algorithms,'' ''genetic programming,'' and ''gene-expression programming'' (Ferreira 2006) . Genetic algorithms (GAs) were devised in the 1960s by Holland (1975) , and are coded as symbolic strings of fixed length that work analogous to ribonucleic acid (RNA) replicators in nature. Many of the individuals in a GA population evolve into symbolic strings that produce nonfunctional algorithms, reducing evolutionary efficiency and requiring extra computation to find and remove the nonviable individuals. The ''artificial life'' (A-life) simulations of Adami (1998) and Lenski et al. (2003) are examples of genetic algorithms, but with a growing computational genome.
Genetic programming (GP) was devised by Cramer (1985) and promoted by Koza (1992 Koza ( , 1994 and Koza et al. (1999 Koza et al. ( , 2003 . This method uses nonlinear parse trees of different sizes and shapes, which are analogous to protein replicators in nature. This approach also has the difficulty that many mutations result in nonfunctional algorithms-wasting computations.
GEP is promoted by Ferreira (2001 Ferreira ( , 2006 as the best evolutionary programming method to date. It mimics a fully separated genotype (the genetic information) and phenotype (the physical body as informed by the genetic information) system in nature, but has the advantage that it always forms functional individuals (i.e., always produces valid expression trees in computer code). It also allows unconstrained modification of the genome (allowing wider sampling of algorithm space), allows point mutations, and results in extremely rapid computational evolution.
c. Gene-expression programming (GEP) GEP uses a computational data structure analogous to a biological chromosome to hold the genetic information for an individual algorithm (Ferreira 2006) . The GEP chromosome is a string of characters, where some characters represent mathematical operators and others represent operands (called terminals in GEP). The terminals can be the raw output from NWP models (i.e., the predictors) or numbers (analogous to coefficients or weights). Also, the operators can operate on other operators. This chromosome defines a computational expression tree, namely, an individual algorithm. Each character in the chromosome defines a node in the expression tree. A chromosome can be designed to represent a single gene (monogenic) or many genes (multigenic). Each gene gives one expression tree. The multigenic expression trees can be combined via a simple function to make the complete individual. Figure 1 illustrates an algorithm in (a) normal mathematical form, (b) its computational expression tree, and (c) its representation as a monogenic chromosome in GEP.
Different individuals in the initial randomly created population have different chromosomes, defining different expression trees. Each expression tree is evaluated using all the forecast-observation pairs of data in the training set, and a ''fitness'' of that expression tree is found using a measure of the forecast error.
Fitness can be calculated using any appropriate statistical measure. We utilize mean absolute error (MAE), root relative squared error (RRSE), and relative absolute error (RAE) (see the appendix). We modify the fitness measure to nudge solutions toward parsimony by giving slightly higher fitness to those individuals that are simpler. Individuals that are more fit according to one measure are sometimes less fit according to other measures. We chose an optimum fitness measure by trial and error. Also, as the evolution progresses, we get a more accurate DEF by changing the fitness measure from a statistic that favors outliers (RRSE) to one that does not (MAE) .
Individuals that are more fit are given a higher probability of reproducing. This selection is via a computational analogy to roulette wheel sampling (Goldberg 1989) , where each individual receives a sector of the roulette wheel proportional to its fitness. To maintain population size, the roulette wheel is computationally ''spun'' as many times as there are individuals in the population. Although this method gives a greater chance of selection to the fitter individuals, it also allows for the occasional selection of less-fit individuals, which is important for maintaining genetic diversity in the population.
The combination of input data (forecast-observation pairs), the fitness measure, and the selection mechanism is called the ''selection environment.'' The selected individuals are then reproduced with chromosome modification to form the next generation. Also, the single best individual in each generation is copied without modification into the next generation.
The modification methods of the GEP chromosome include mutation, inversion, transposition, and recombination (see the supplemental information available at the Journals Online Web site: http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/ 2009WAF2222192.s1 and http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/ 2009WAF2222192.s2). The last method is sexual, because it involves the sharing of genetic information between different individuals within the same generation. Computational evolution is accelerated (relative to biological evolution) by applying these modifications at rates ranging from 0.04 for mutation (e.g., four mutations per 100-character chromosome per generation) to 0.4 for one-point recombination. These computational modifications are patterned after observed biological modifications that are known to have been important in driving the evolution of life (Ferreira 2006) .
The process of reproduction, fitness determination, and natural selection is repeated from generation to generation, creating a genetically diverse evolving population. Figure 2 illustrates GEP evolution, showing selected generations that provide successively better fits to a simple noisy dataset.
The population exists in a computational ''world'' or environment where the individuals can sexually share genetic information during reproduction. But depending on the complexity of the problem, it is possible that none of the individuals in a world will evolve to an acceptable solution. However, multiple worlds (i.e., separate GEP evolutions) can be created on the computer, each with different random initial populations, FIG. 1. Different representations of an algorithm, as illustrated using Planck's law. (a) Mathematical representation, where E is the radiant flux, a and b are constants, T is the absolute temperature, and l is the wavelength. (b) Expression-tree representation, where P raises the first argument to the power of the second, e is the exp function, * is multiplication, / is division, and 2 is subtraction. All circles are nodes, and the thinner circles are terminal nodes. (c) Chromosome representation in GEP, which can be created by reading the expression tree (b) like a book: from left to right on each horizontal (dashed) line, starting at the top line and working down. Each function or operator has a known arity (number of arguments), which is used when interpreting the chromosome (the genotype) to build the proper connections between nodes in an expression tree (the phenotype). The ellipsis (. . .) represents additional elements of the chromosome that are not read (i.e., do not contribute to the expression tree).
and each of which could evolve to different end states. New worlds can continue to be created until one yields an acceptable individual (i.e., an algorithm that works well, within some error tolerance).
An important outcome of this evolutionary approach is that different worlds might yield different acceptable individuals. Namely, there can be an arbitrary number of nonunique good solutions, each of which works nearly as well as the others. Figure 3 illustrates this effect, showing nonunique solutions that fit sigmoid data. In statistical postprocessing we are not trying to discover a physical ''law,'' but instead seek any statistical
Examples of a few of the fittest individuals taken from a world containing 50 monogenic GEP individuals as they evolve toward fitting sigmoid artificial data [dots in (d)]. These artificial data were created using an error function y 5 0.5 Á [ 1 1 sign(x) Á erf(j0.5 xj) ] with added random noise uniformly distributed within 60.1. For this illustration, the set of functions available to GEP is limited to (1, 2, * , /), there are only two randomly evolving constants (a, b), the GEP chromosomes each have a head of 20 characters and tail of 21, and fitness is determined using RRSE. Shown for selected generations is the best GEP chromosome within that generation, the equation as literally described by that chromosome, and a manually simplified version of the equation. relationship that works. Uniqueness issues are discussed in section 6. The details of GEP are described by Ferreira (2006) . She uses a more sophisticated approach than illustrated above, with a multigenic chromosome that finds successful solutions more quickly. Ferreira implemented GEP in a software package (Ferreira 2008 ) that we utilize here.
Case-study design a. Motivation
Montane quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are difficult, yet are critically important for predicting flash floods, avalanches, landslides, and hydroelectric generation. For our short-range limited-area ensemble forecasts, we tried Kalman filter postprocessing and neural network postprocessing on the individual ensemble members, but both were unsuccessful. The Kalman filter often learns of a QPF bias on a rainy day, and inappropriately applies that bias correction on the next day even if no rain is forecast. The neural network creates a time series with the correct climatological frequency of rain events, but the individual rain forecasts do not match the actual rain events. Also, the neural network does not always find the global minimum of its cost function. Moving averages were found to offer some bias correction skill for the precipitation degree-of-mass balance in the mountains of western Canada (McCollor and Stull 2008a) . To explore alternatives, we turned to GEP, initially focused on only statistical postprocessing.
While experimenting with GEP, we realized that the optimum algorithm found by GEP was combining the raw NWP precipitation forecasts while simultaneously removing bias. Namely, it was producing a bias-corrected DEF in one step.
The resulting algorithms that GEP created were nothing like we had ever seen-having a complexity that we would never have created by hand. Yet they worked surprisingly well for some of the weather stations we tested. Also, they avoided the overfitting problem that plagues some neural network solutions. Based on these enticing results, we designed a more extensive test of this bias-corrected DEF method for many observation stations over many months using multimodel NWP ensemble output, as described below.
b. Numerical models
The NWP models used at UBC for daily limited-area, short-range (60 h Benoit et al. 1997 ).
These models are run in self-nested mode at the following horizontal grid spacings with the following grid designations: grid 1 (g1) is 108 km, grid 2 (g2) is 36 km, grid 3 (g3) is 12 km, grid 4 (g4) is 4 km (but no grid 4 for WRF). Thus, on days when all models ran successfully, our multimodel multiresolution ensemble had 11 members. WRF and MM5 run with two-way nesting, and MC2 with one-way nesting. For the MC2 model, each subsequent finer grid is started 3 h after the coarser grid, to give time for the numerical solution of the coarser grid to stabilize before starting the finer grid, and to allow the modeled precipitation to spin up.
Initial and boundary conditions for the 108-km runs came from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction's (NCEP) North American Mesoscale (NAM) 0000 UTC runs. Sixty-hour forecasts are made, but only the 24-h period between model forecast hours 12 and 36 are used, corresponding to 1200 UTC on day 1 and 1200 UTC on day 2.
c. Observation data
The case study area covers southwestern British Columbia, Canada, along the Pacific coast of North America (Fig. 4) . This area of complex terrain is characterized by high mountains (many peaks of 2000-3000 m), deep narrow valleys, coastlines, fjords, glaciers, and one large river delta near sea level where metropolitan Vancouver is located. One mountain range forms a spine of Vancouver Island. The higher Coast Range Mountains are parallel to Vancouver Island, just east of the Georgia Strait that separates Vancouver Island from the mainland. This region experiences frequent landfalling Pacific cyclones in winter, some with strong prefrontal low-altitude jets that transport copious amounts of moisture from the tropics (called the pineapple express).
Twenty-four surface weather stations in this region are used (Fig. 4 , which includes two fall-spring rainy seasons. Summer data were excluded from this study. Any rainy season dates with missing observations or missing forecasts were removed, and the remaining forecastobservation pairs were quality controlled to remove unphysical values. For this case study, if any one or more ensemble members were missing on a date, we removed that date from the dataset.
The remaining dataset contained 198 days, of which 71% had nonzero precipitation, and (33%, 21%, 9%) had greater than (5, 10, 25) mm day 21 . The 198-day dataset was divided into three unequal sequential portions for training, testing, and scoring ( Table 2 ). The reason for not interlacing these three subsets is that we wanted to test the best algorithm in simulated forecast mode; namely, for future days (i.e., the scoring set) that might have synoptic regimes that are different from those in the training and testing periods.
d. Procedure
The predictand is the difference bias (B24) of 24-h accumulated precipitation (P24) for the MC2 grid 4 forecast at any one weather station: (1)
The predictors are the forecast 24-h accumulated precipitation amounts from all the models and grids (Fig. 5) . Separate GEP runs are made for each weather station, yielding completely different DEF algorithms at each. The 24-h accumulated precipitation variable was chosen for two reasons: 1) it has strong economic value to hydroelectric managers and 2) it has greater predictability than shorter precipitation intervals (Wandishin et al. 2001; Stensrud and Yussouf 2007; McCollor and Stull 2008a-c) .
For any one station, the GEP population is trained using all available data from the first rainy season (107 forecast-observation pairs). These data are called the training set. After a stable population is reached (namely, after fitness scores plateau during the evolution), all of the surviving individuals are tested against the first half of the remaining data (a testing set of 45-51 forecastobservation pairs, depending on the station). With such a testing set, we weed out those individuals that overfit the data or that are unnecessarily complex, allowing a ''best'' DEF algorithm to be selected. This one best algorithm is then further evaluated (scored) against the remaining independent data (40 forecast-observation pairs, called the scoring set; see Table 2 ). The resulting verification statistics for the scoring set given here are for the 24-h precipitation, not for the bias B24.
e. Gene-expression-programming specifications
The GEP software package (Ferreira 2008 ) is flexible regarding the size and nature of the chromosomes, the functions available, the creation of the numerical constants, the choice of the fitness statistic, the mutation and modification rates, etc. Although Ferreira gives some guidelines, the user must experiment via trial and error to find parameters that yield viable populations.
After much experimentation for YVR, we settled on the GEP parameters listed in the ''final setting'' column in Table 3 . The final setting is not necessarily the absolute best one (which might take an infinite number of worlds/runs to discover), but it is one that gives an ensemble average that works well for many of the stations. A set of 80 mathematic and logic functions (see the supplemental information online) were used to build and modify the chromosomes. Different choices in allowed parameters allow different DEF algorithms to be created. Even with the same set of GEP parameters, different populations evolve when the GEP run is restarted, because of the quasi-random nature of the initialization, mutation, and selection mechanisms. This nonunique and irreproducible nature of GEP is disconcerting at first, but is a characteristic that is irrelevant to the ability of GEP to find useful economically valuable DEFs that work easily and effectively in an operational NWP environment (see section 6).
To illustrate the effects of different GEP parameter settings (Table 3) , sin, cos, and atan) for only the comparison runs prescribed by Table 3 . After many runs FIG. 5 . Road map of the DEF procedure, done independently at each weather station. (a) First, we use GEP on a training set of data to find an algorithm for the bias B24 of 24-h accumulated precipitation. Predictors are raw 24-h precipitation forecasts (P24) from 11 ensemble members, where subscripts (C, M, W) represent the (MC2, MM5, and WRF) models, and subscripts 1-4 indicate grids 1-4. The predictand is the bias for only one of the ensemble members: MC2 grid 4 (corresponding to subscript C4). (b) Then, for the testing and scoring datasets, we use the algorithm to create a single deterministic forecast P24 FCST from all the ensemble members. P24 OBS is the observed 24-h precipitation.
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for each setting, the best bias-corrected-DEF algorithms are selected using the training and testing subsets of the data and are then verified against the scoring subset of the data. Figure 6 compares the verification scores for the best algorithms from these different GEP settings. Shown for comparison is the verification for our current operational method, where a ''pooled ensemble'' (PE) average is created by weighting all ensemble members equally. Our ''final setting'' yields a DEF with the best verification scores for all statistics except mean error. It also Table 3 ) are shown: the final setting (black), setting I (light gray downward diagonal stripes), setting II (dark gray upward diagonal stripes), and setting III (dark gray horizontal stripes). Shown for comparison are statistics for the equally weighted average pooled ensemble (gray). Plotted are the 24-h accumulated precipitation ME (mm, zero is best), MAE (mm, zero is best), and RMSE (mm, zero is best). The correlation coefficient between forecasts and observations (r), and the DMB have been multiplied by 5 to make them more visible on the plot; hence, values closer to 5 are best.
has better correlation and a better ''degree of mass balance'' (DMB). DMB is defined as the ratio of the predicted to observed net water mass during the study period (Grubisic et al. 2005 )-an important measure for hydrometeorologic studies (see the appendix). Changing the fitness function from the RRSE to the RAE verifies significantly worse (cf. settings I and II in Fig. 6) . Also, the size of genome (the allowed complexity of the algorithm) is very important. The effects of genome size can be examined by changing the number of genes or the lengths of the genes (cf. settings I and III).
Overall, the final setting yields DEFs that verify better than other settings we tried (not shown here). This does not mean it is the absolute best setting; however, it is better than the others we tested. These final settings are used for all case study and sensitivity experiments, which are described next.
Results

a. Verification for all 24 weather stations
In this case study, we performed GEP evolutions separately for each of the 24 weather stations, yielding different ''best'' DEF algorithms for each station (see the supplemental information online for the best algorithm for YVR). As described in the previous section, training and testing portions are used to find the best DEF algorithm, and the scoring portion is used for all verification statistics below.
Detailed verification statistics are shown in Fig. 7 , and a concise tally of our results is in Fig. 8 . The different statistical measures give different indications as to which DEF approach (GEP or PE) is best. Since root-mean-square error (RMSE) is very similar to the RRSE statistic that was used in the ''training'' set to determine fitness, it is anticipated that RMSE will show good GEP results at the largest number of stations. The RRSE fitness measure favors extreme precipitation events.
GEP gives lower (better) RMSEs than does the classical PE method for 11 of the 24 stations and is nearly tied for 10 stations, while the PE method is better for 3 stations. Using the MAE metric, only 6 of the 24 stations have lower errors using GEP, 5 stations are nearly tied, and 13 stations have lower errors using PE. Although some stations were not well fit by the GEP algorithms that were found using the ''final'' settings from the previous section, it is possible that better GEP DEF algorithms could be found with different settings and variables. There is no reason that a single set of GEP settings should work the best for all stations, so future work will examine optimizing the GEP settings separately for each station.
These results suggest that different DEF methods are best at different stations, with no clear winner for this case study dataset. Using an overall tally as a crude measure, Fig. 8 has 41 black tiles (GEP best), 41 white tiles (pooled-ensemble best), and 38 gray tiles (nearly equal verification). Comparing the stations in Fig. 8 with their locations in Fig. 1, one The Vancouver International Airport station gets special scrutiny because of the large number of people (2 million) in the metropolitan Vancouver area who can be impacted by urban flooding and landslides triggered by heavy-precipitation events. Figure 9 shows 24-h precipitation amount observed at YVR over a period spanning the two rainy seasons. Figure 10 (data points) shows the precipitation bias (the predictand) of the MC2 model at 4-km grid spacing for that same period. Also shown in Fig. 10 is the GEP estimate of the 24-h precipitation bias. One component of our implementation is that whenever the GEP bias-corrected forecast gives a negative precipitation amount, we truncate the amount to zero. Thus, those ''apparent'' erroneously large negative biases (B24) of the GEP forecasts (in Figs. 10a and  10b ) do, in fact, give accurate precipitation amount (P24) forecasts after truncation.
A comparison of DEF precipitation amount (P24) forecasts is shown in Fig. 11a for the scoring data subset at the Vancouver airport. To get these results, GEP bias forecasts (Fig. 5a ) are applied to the raw MC2(grid 4) forecasts using Eq. (1) to get forecasts of precipitation amounts (Fig. 5b) . Figure 11b shows large variability among the raw NWP forecasts (ensemble members, used as predictors) for the heavy-rain event in Fig. 11a . For this rain event on 19 January 2005, the pooled ensemble better fits the observation than the GEP forecast, while during 20 January-5 February 2005 the GEP forecasts fit better (Figs. 11a and 11b ). For future research, we will use GEP to first classify the predicted precipitation (extreme, normal, none) before finding the best DEF QPFs for each category.
Sensitivity studies to identify the most important ensemble members
The DEF algorithms devised by GEP to combine all the ensemble members are very complicated (see the FIG. 7 . Verification statistics of 24-h accumulated precipitation forecasts for the 24 stations in southwestern BC. Black is for GEP, and white for PE (pooled ensemble of equally weighted ensemble members): for (a) RMSE, (b) ME, (c) MAE, (d) correlation (r), and (e) DMB. For (a)-(c) an error of zero is best. For (d),(e) a value of one is best. supplemental information online). While they utilize all 11 ensemble members as predictors, it is not obvious from the equations which members have the largest influence on the DEF. One way to address this is via simple sensitivity studies.
Keeping the GEP algorithm fixed for each station, we input a large error for one of the predictors (i.e., one of the ensemble members), and measure the resulting verification statistic for P24. If the ensemble member was relatively unimportant, then a large error in its P24 value will have only a small effect on the overall verification. However, if the ensemble member is an important contributor to the overall GEP forecast, then the introduction of a large error into the input ensemble member will result in a substantial increase in the verification statistic error for the whole GEP forecast. As an example of this sensitivity study, we halve and double the ensemble member inputs one at a time, and record the resulting verification statistics (Fig. 12) for the Vancouver airport. (Because the GEP algorithm can be highly nonlinear, doubling and halving could yield different conclusions. As it turns out, halving and doubling gave identical results.)
We find that a small number of ''important'' ensemble members dominate the DEF outcome. The set of important predictors has the following characteristics: 1) many of the models are included (e.g., MC2, MM5, WRF), 2) a range of grid sizes are included (but not necessarily from the same model), and 3) the set contains a small number of elements that satisfy characteristics 1 and 2. For example, Fig. 12 shows that the following predictors were important for a good GEP DEF algorithm at YVR: WRF (108 km), MM5 (36 km), MM5 (108km), and MC2 (4 km).
A fourth characteristic is that the set of important predictors often changes from station to station, but continues to satisfy characteristics 1-3. This difference is not surprising, given that GEP gives different algorithms for each different station. To illustrate this point , Tables 4a  and 4b show the ''ensemble space'' of our case study, and compare the important ensemble members for YVR and YQQ.
Thus, the DEF that is most efficient (providing the maximum information per fewest ensemble members) is gained by spanning all grid sizes (which helps compensate for the location errors of synoptic systems, and for terrain-related errors) and spanning all models (maximizing the variety of model physics, dynamics, and discretizations). Any additional ensemble members for models or grids already covered by the important set offer marginal new information. Namely, not all of the ensemble members in a multimodel multigrid-size DEF provide independent data. Thus, an efficient DEF spans the ensemble space sparsely. Similar conclusions have been found using best-member diagrams (Hamill and Colucci 1997; Charles and Colle 2009) and Bayesian model-averaging weights (Raftery et al. 2005) . To examine the robustness of this result, we ran additional GEP evolutions where the ensemble members were reduced from all 11 to the 3 most important ones indicated in Table 4a . The DEF verification scores (Fig. 13) at YVR using the three ''best'' ensemble members are only slightly degraded from the scores using all 11 members.
We repeated experiment with a variety of different three best ensemble members (based on other individuals from the GEP run that were almost as good as the best), and also based on the pooled ensemble (with 3 and with 11 members; see Fig. 13 ). For this case study at YVR, all GEP DEFs (with 3-or 11-member ensembles) give better forecasts than all pooled ensembles (with 3 or 11 members). These results support the hypothesis that sparse spanning of ensemble space can capture most of the signal, if the ensemble members are chosen wisely.
In future work, we will examine the weaker ensemble members to determine what aspects of the NWP dynamics or physics were inadequate, with the aim of suggesting improvements to the NWP codes. 
a. Deterministic ensemble forecasts versus ensemble averages
When GEP is used to combine the ensemble members into one best deterministic ensemble forecast (DEF), the resulting algorithm is mathematically nothing like an ''average'' (see the supplemental information online). Hence, the ensemble average is just one of many ways to combine ensemble members into a deterministic forecast.
Probability and ensemble spread information is lost when the GEP creates the single deterministic forecast. However, there are other ways to use GEP to preserve ensemble spread information. For example, it may be used for statistical postprocessing each ensemble member separately. Then, the resulting GEP-corrected ensemble members can be combined into probabilistic forecasts using traditional ensemble-averaging methods or using nonlinear combinations.
b. Reproducibility, uniqueness, and complexity GEP creates irreproducible algorithms. Namely, different GEP runs for the same station and same training set, and using the same GEP parameters, will evolve toward different DEF algorithms, the best of which verify nearly equally well. This is a by-product of intentionally introducing random numbers into the specification of the initial population and into the mutation and survival of competing algorithms as they evolve. For modern science founded on experiments that can be reproduced in different laboratories, the irreproducibility FIG. 12. Sensitivity study for YVR, based on (a) halving the input signals to each GEP ensemble member separately, and (b) doubling the inputs. Error statistics, scaling, and interpretation are as in Fig. 6 . All ensemble members show nearly the same skill as the original GEP except for WRF-G2, MM5-G2, MM5-G1, and MC2-G4, which have significant increases in their errors. These ''important'' ensemble members dominate the outcome of the whole DEF.
of GEP algorithms can be disconcerting. But this irreproducibility is an intrinsic nature of evolution (Darwin 1859) .
A reassuring outcome is that the verification scores of the best individual DEFs from different runs are often nearly identical. Namely, each different DEF algorithm is able to extract from the predictor whatever information is available that can be mapped onto the signal of the predictand. Hence, each successful, evolved DEF algorithm has nearly equal utility; that is, they can improve the weather forecasts. In this sense, the successful algorithms are reproducible in their ability to produce the same outputs (within some error tolerance) for identical inputs, even though their internal makeups are different and irreproducible.
GEP produces nonunique algorithms. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where curves a and b had different sets of functions available during their evolutions, and evolved toward radically different algorithms. Yet each fit the noisy data equally well. This robustness in the face of nonuniqueness highlights the power of evolutionary computing, and again points to the utility of the end result.
GEP produces DEF algorithms that are much more complex than most humans would have created. Part of this complexity is artificial and redundant, such as is illustrated by the GEP equation in Fig. 2b . In that example, the equation contains factors of the form x/(x 1 x), which is how that GEP run created a needed constant value of 0.5. Different runs might have created that constant with different formulas. Although we manually simplified that equation (Fig. 2b) into a form pleasing to the human eye, the GEP equation is just as valid, and both yield the same outputs for the same inputs (except that more roundoff errors can accumulate when unnecessary computations are performed). Even when parsimony pressure is used to reward the simpler algorithms with greater fitness scores, the procedure to reach the final ''simplified'' algorithm is nonetheless evolutionary, and only sometimes reaches the simplified equation that a human might have created. The cost of this redundant complexity is increased computation time every day when it is used to compute the DEF.
But another part of the complexity is valuable, because it might fit the desired signal better than a simpler algorithm. In spite of this value, the complexity can be daunting, as shown for YVR in the supplemental information online.
The decision of when to end a GEP run is arbitraryanother disconcerting characteristic. In some simple situations, such as for the noisy but simple data in Figs. 2 and 3, the evolution often reaches the maximum fitness possible without overfitting (i.e., without trying to fit the noise). In this case, it is obvious when to stop the evolution. But for more complex and realistic meteorological problems, the point at which to end the evolution is not obvious. When the evolution starts, significant improvements to the ''best'' individual algorithm are frequent and obvious. But as evolution proceeds, improvements happen less frequently and often contribute less increase in fitness. After 1000 or 10 000 additional generations with no change, one might be inclined to end the GEP run, even though there is a chance that the 10 001st generation might have offered significant improvement. If the resulting FIG. 13 . Verification statistics for the GEP bias-corrected ensembles at YVR for the six different ensemble runs. From left to right (light shading to dark), 1) GEP with three members (MC2 2 G3, MM5 2 G2, and WRF 2 G1), 2) GEP with three members (MC2 2 G4, MM5 2 G2, and WRF 2 G1), 3) the original GEP with all 11 members, 4) the pooled ensemble with three members (MC2 2 G3, MM5 2 G2, and WRF 2 G1), 5) the pooled ensemble with three members (MC2 2 G4, MM5 2 G2, and WRF 2 G), and 6) the pooled ensemble with all 11 members. Error statistics, scaling, and interpretation are as in Fig. 6 . 
DEF algorithm is good enough (i.e., has small enough error in the independent scoring dataset), then we are done. If the error is still large after stopping the evolution, then a recommended approach is to start a new GEP run from scratch, namely, create a new world that will evolve the population of algorithms to a different ending state. Ferreira (2006) thoroughly discusses the probability of reaching a useful ending state via multiple GEP runs.
c. Operational NWP usage of complex GEP algorithms
Is this postprocessing method worth the added complexity? This is a subjective question for which different users will reach different conclusions. For our own daily operational NWP at UBC, it is worth the added complexity, but only at those weather stations were GEP gives better results. After spending hours of computations daily on hundreds of processors to produce raw NWP output, it is trivial to spend seconds of computation on a couple processors to solve the best DEF algorithm (previously evolved by GEP) to improve forecasts at hundreds of weather station locations in British Columbia. The amount of forecast improvement directly translates into an improved ability to predict potential hydroelectric generation, flash floods, snow avalanches, and water-driven landslides in the mountains.
What about the time spent to create the evolved algorithm in the first place? The algorithms are created once, but used many times. Even if they need to be reevolved every season for every city, the utility is large compared to the expense and time needed to create them. Also, the GEP runs can be automated. Again, it is a subjective decision; at UBC, the value is worth the expense.
How will GEP perform for other types of ensembles? We tested only multimodel ensembles here, which might be capturing more of the initial uncertainty in the forecast. For single-model ensembles with multiple initial conditions, the performance of GEP is untested.
Conclusions and future work
For our case study data, we find that GEP DEFs are better than equally weighted ensemble averages of precipitation for about half of the mountain weather stations tested. A sparse sampling of the multimodel multigrid-size ''ensemble space'' spanned by the ensemble members can create a DEF almost as good as the full 11-member ensemble. The best DEF algorithms found using GEP are nonunique and irreproducible, yet can give consistent results that can be used to good advantage at operational forecast centers. In spite of the relative complexity of the DEF algorithms created using GEP, they are noniterative and, thus, computationally efficient to use.
For some weather stations, the DEF algorithms found by GEP do not give better results than those from the pooled (equally weighted) ensemble average. There is no law of computing that says you must use the same bias-corrected ensemble methods at all weather station locations, so we recommend the use of different methods at different stations as appropriate.
We plan the following future research. We will test GEP DEFs over additional datasets, other locations, and for other weather elements. We will include as predictors the raw NWP precipitation forecasts from neighboring grid points and at neighboring times, to compensate for systematic timing or location biases in cyclone landfalls. We will also test using NWP forecasts of other weather elements (temperature, humidity, winds, etc.) as predictors in the DEF algorithm for precipitation, and we will explore the use of different GEP parameter settings at different stations. We will also build on the work of Cannon (2008) and others to explore whether GEP can be used in two stages: first to classify the forecast precipitation (extreme, normal, or none), and then to use different DEF algorithms for the extreme versus normal events.
In addition to finding DEFs, we will apply GEP to each ensemble member individually strictly as a biascorrection method, yielding a set of ensemble members that can be used for probabilistic forecasts. We will compare GEP DEFs with additional regression and ensemble-averaging approaches, such as Bayesian model averaging. We will examine the weaker ensemble members to determine what aspects of the NWP dynamics or physics were inadequate, with the aim of suggesting improvements to the NWP codes. All of this work has the ultimate goal of improving the skill of weather forecasts over complex terrain.
APPENDIX
Statistical Measures
The following statistical functions are used to determine the fitness ( f ) of individual algorithms (Ferreira 2006) . For data index i between 1 and n data points, let E i be the value estimated by the evolved algorithm, and O i be the target value. For some of our experiments, (E, O) 5 (DEF bias-corrected precipitation amount, observed precipitation amount), while for other experiments, (E, O) 5 (DEF precipitation bias, precipitation bias between observations and the MC2 4-km forecast).
We find the following for the root relative squared error: 
where O is the mean target value, averaged over all i.
The error in the DEF estimate is ''relative'' to the error that would have occurred if the estimate was just the average of the observations (namely, the climatology of the training set). From this error, the fitness is
where a perfectly fit individual has f 5 1000 and f approaches zero as RRSE increases toward infinity. When parsimony pressure is included, (A2) is modified by adding a very small term that increases as the size of the chromosome decreases (see Ferreira 2006 for details). The mean absolute error is
with fitness f 5 1000(1 1 MAE) À1 .
The relative absolute error is
with fitness f 5 1000(1 1 RAE) À1 .
For verification, we confirm the estimated precipitation against the paired 24-h accumulated precipitation observation. Even for those algorithms evolved for forecasting precipitation bias, we first convert the estimated bias to a precipitation amount using Eq. (1) before verifying against the observed precipitation. In addition to MAE, the following statistical measures (Wilks 2006) are used for verification.
The degree of mass balance (DMB) is the ratio of predicted to observed net water mass over the whole verification period (Grubisic et al. 2005) :
For the perfect mass balance, DMB 5 1. The mean error is
where zero mean error is best. The overbar denotes the average over all data indices. The root-mean-square error is
where zero error is best. This error measure gives more weight to the outliers than does MAE. The Pearson correlation coefficient is
where r 5 1 is indicates that the estimate and the observation vary together perfectly.
